Revival Module Part 1

Questions and Answers
1.

Why is the revival for an entire month instead of the traditional
week-long or weekend revival?
The month of revival in The Empowered Church program consists of more
than just meetings; it is something personal that church members should
implement as individuals and a families. It will be something that each
member will take home and practice daily in their lives in a timeframe that
makes it possible to internalize and put into practice in a way average
revivals cannot do.

2.

Must the Outreach Leadership Team do all of the planning and
implementation of the revival?
The Revival Month is a joint effort with all departments of the church. The
Outreach Leadership Team is responsible for coordinating and overseeing the
planning and implementation among the various departments of the church.
It will be up to each department to implement their part in the Revival
Month.

3.

When will we decide who does what and when?
Determining the “what” and “when” should be accomplished this month. The
components of the Revival Month need to be reviewed and which department
will be responsible for each component agreed upon.

4.

How can our church get the biggest blessing from the revival?
It’s not by might, nor by power, but by the Spirit. Yet the suggestions in this
module, plus ideas adopted locally, will make this month of revival
meaningful in the life of the church and its members.

5.

How do we make an effective use of the revival resources provided in
this module?
An important resource provided for the Revival Month are the bulletin inserts,
which provide a day-by-day guide that will teach members how to have a
devotional life, including prayer and the study of the Word. These guides
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should be distributed to every person who attends each Sabbath, beginning
the Sabbath before the Revival Month commences. Each Sabbath during the
month, in addition to the sermon, attention should be called to the revival
emphasis, and the members should be encouraged to participate in their
personal lives and in their homes and families.
6.

How can we get a weekend revivalist at our church?
For more information on having a revivalist conduct a weekend revival at
your church, please visit The Empowered Church website at
www.empoweredchurch.org, or call Amazing Facts at 916-434-3880.
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